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Eastern’s softball team won its home
opener Thursday, improving its
record 21-9.

Weekend to find out about the how
the EIU Dancers are intertwining
relationships and dance.
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The EIU Dancers perform their show “Inspired Connections” Thursday in the Theatre of the Doudna Fine Arts Center. The show will be performed Friday at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m. and
7:30 p.m.

THE

EIU Dancers to display diverse styles, connections
BY KALYN H AYSLETT
V ERGE R EPORTER

The EIU Dancers will use experiences with
friends, family and love as inspiration for the production “Inspired Connections.”
The dancers will perform at 7:30 p.m. Friday and
at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Saturday in the Theatre
in Dounda. Tickets are $5 for students and seniors
and $10 for the public.
Since 1981, the EIU Dancers has been an organization and company where students with various
dance backgrounds can express themselves through
movement.
Antoine Thomas, the adviser of the group who
also does choreography and directing, said dancers of
all experience levels have something to learn.

“We hope to inspire dancers from different technical backgrounds, levels and experiences that anything is possible,” Thomas said.
All dancers play essential roles in the company because of their unique dance backgrounds, which is
something the organization prides itself on.
“We’re all so diverse,” said Andrea Sierra, a senior
psychology major. “We all bring something different
to the stage.”
The production is a collaboration of short dance
pieces with styles ranging from hip-hop to contemporary.
“I try to expose the dancers to different styles like
African jazz while using what they already know like
hip-hop,” Thomas said.
The “Inspired Connections” performance involves
several interlocking dances with three underlying
themes: friends, family and love.

Michelle Sangpeal, a senior communication disorders and sciences major, said the pieces in all three
sections are amazing.
“I do not have a favorite because an equal amount
of thought and effort are put in each section,” she
said.
These themes are areas that inspired the dancers
and choreographers to create this performance.
The love, friendship and family bonds among
members of the dance company make it that much
easier to express those themes through dance moves.
“We are one big family; we spend so much time
with each other, we cannot help but to have love for
one another,” Sierra said.

DANCE, PAGE 3
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Perry announces intent to step down in 2015
President will not
extend contract
in June 2015
By Bob Galuski
Managing Editor | @BobGaluski
President Bill Perry announced via email
Thursday his intent to not extend his contract past the June 2015 date.
Perry said he disclosed this information
to the Board of Trustees “very recently.”
The email, sent out to all faculty members,
stated that he chose this time to give the university ample time to search for a new president.
Perry said one of the primary factors in his
decision to not renew his contract came from
wanting to spend more time with his family.
“Being president is a 24/7 job,” he said.
“My wife and I wanted more time to do
things, more time to travel or teach math.”
He noted that he did not mention retirement in his email, and is keeping his options
open in the meantime.
Part of his contract as president would allow him to teach mathematics, which he said
he could do part-time, as he had before during his tenure as president on occasion.
Despite his leaving, Perry said he was
making sure options were kept open to
keep the university on track to be “successful and affordable.”
Perry began his tenure as president in
July 2007, after being at Texas A&M University since 1971, where he was in professorial and administrative roles.
Perry replaced Lou Hencken, who is currently the interim admissions director, after a search committee narrowed down the
candidates to three, including Perry.

K ATIE SMITH | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

President Bill Perry announced on Thursday his intentions to not renew his contract beyond June 2015. Perry has been president of Eastern
since 2007 after coming from Texas A&M where he served since 1971.

“I will, of course, continue to do my
very best in serving the university as president until my tenure ends,” Perry said in
the email. “Just as I have done from the beginning of my service in 2007, I look forward continuing to work with you as we
forge opportunities and meet our challeng-

es, always with an eye to providing the very
best higher education experience for our
students.”
The next step for the board of trustees
will be the appointment of a search committee and the start of a national search
for Perry’s successor. That committee will

be discussed at the next board meeting in
April and the search will likely start over
the summer.
Bob Galuski can
be reached at 581-2812
or dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

Eastern community reacts to Perry’s decision, email
By Bob Galuski
Managing Editor | @BobGaluski
As faculty members across campus opened their
emails Thursday morning, they were greeted by
one from President Bill Perry – and his intent to
not extend his contract past June 2015.
Joe Dively, the Board of Trustees chairman, said
the board would “reluctantly” accept Perry’s decision.

“We do appreciate the notice Dr. Perry has given, so that we have the time to find the right individual as EIU’s 11th president,” he said in a press
release.
Dively also said in the release that the timing of
Perry’s stepping down will allow the university to
complete a comprehensive program review begun
earlier this year.
“Dr. Perry has created an atmosphere of excellence and helped lead the university to become

more student-focused than ever,” Dively said. “He
has been a hard-working leader and his shoes will
be hard to fill.”
Grant Sterling, the Faculty Senate chairperson, said he had not quite “digested the news” after reading the email.
“He’s a terrific president,” he said.
However, Sterling said it would present problems given the recent budget cuts and reallocations
the Council of University Planning and Budget are

required to recommend to the Board of Trustees.
He said it might have people concerned, especially if the new president does not want to go
down the route of budget cutting. It would not
amount to anything then, Sterling said.
Anita Shelton, the history department chair,
said she was sorry, but not surprised to read
that Perry had decided not to renew his contract.
REACTION, page 5

Athletic Director leaves for Tulane University
By Anthony Catezone
Sports Editor
@AnthonyCatz
Athletic Director Barbara Burke announced
that she would resign from Eastern to accept
the position of Deputy Director of Athletics/
Chief Operating Officer at Tulane University.
Burke will see out her term at Eastern
through the Spring Fling on April 12, before
beginning her term at Tulane on April 28.
She spent six years as Eastern’s athletic director.
At Tulane, Burke will oversee day-to-day
operations the Green Wave’s athletic program.
Burke spent 10 years as a senior administrator at University of Wyoming before taking
the job at Eastern in June 2008.

BARBAR A BURKE

She said her experience at a secondary position at Wyoming, combined with the lead position at Eastern would allow her to be even
more successful in Tulane’s athletic department.

“I’ve been a No. 2 before,” Burke said.
“Now having sat in the chair, I’ll be a better
deputy director the second time around because I understand more why the decisions
are made.”
Burke also said her experience of dealing
with coaches and making difficult decisions
on a day-to-day basis at Eastern will assist her
in providing leadership and the opportunity
to mentor coaches.
With the Tulane hire, Burke will be making
the jump back up to the FBS level, only this
time at a private institution.
“To have the opportunity to go to a private
FBS program, that interested me,” she said.
Burke’s experience is what set her apart
from the other candidates, said Rich Schmidt,
the Chair of the Intercollegiate Athletic Com-

mittee for the Board of Tulane University.
“She has run a broad based athletic program and is familiar with high academic standards with limited resources,” Schmidt said in
a press release. “She knows how to get things
done without having unlimited resources. Her
overall maturity made her the perfect person
to fill the role.”
Burke’s position at Tulane is one that was
added this year to expand its athletic staff, as
the search for this position began in January,
according to The Advocate in Baton Rouge,
La.
Tulane will enter the American Athletic
Conference this summer and will be opening
a new football stadium this fall, causing the
athletic department to expand.
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, page 7
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Local weather
TODAY

SATURDAY

Rain
High: 55°
Low: 36°

Partly Cloudy
High: 50°
Low: 31°
For more weather visit castle.eiu.edu/weather.
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Tarble displays folk art textiles exhibit
By Jackie Carduff
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
The Tarble Arts Center has a new exhibit being displayed that will continue
through May 18 called “Global Threads:
International Folk Art Textiles.”
The exhibit includes a diverse range
of textile traditions from Africa, the
Americas, Haiti and India. All of the
pieces came from the Tarble Arts Center permanent collection and area private collections.
The pieces from the permanent collection are work that has been collected through the years and belongs to the
University through the Tarble Arts Center.
The other pieces that came from private collections are from people in the
area who lend their textiles to the Center for the exhibit.
Kit Morice, the curator at Tarble, said
the exhibit includes antique quilts, rugs,
and commemorative pieces from the
U.S.; Navajo and Chimayo weavings
from the American Southwest; Guatemalan and Mexican woven and embodied pieces; molas from Panama’s San
Blas Islands; beadwork, appliqued and
resist-dyed cloths from western and central African nations; and ceremonial objects from India and Haiti.
“(We) wanted to show a diverse range
of textile arts from several different
countries,” Morice said.

K ATIE SMITH | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Global Threads: International Folk Art Textiles is dislayed at the Tarble Arts Center. the artwork includes beaded
works, quilts and fabrics from various artists, some unknown. The Exhibit will available now through May 18.

Morice explained that the exhibit was
setup through “grouping things by how
they function within the culture, where
they came from, or what particular techniques were used.”
For example, one of the bigger pieces on display from their permanent collection is the “Cyanotype Quilt” and
that is grouped in close proximity to the

Theatre to produce
sci-fi play collection
By Mallory Winkeler
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
A group of people with varying degrees of writing experience collaborated to try and bring together a science
fiction anthology for the stage.
The Charleston Alley Theatre’s production of “Other World’s” will be
performed Friday through Sunday.
Curtains will open at 7 p.m. on Friday and Saturday. Sunday’s production
will begin at 2 p.m.
The Charleston Alley Theatre is located at 718 Monroe St. General admission for the play is $8.
“Other World’s” is a collection of
science fiction essays, short stories and
skits written by local residents in a
contest put on by the theater.
A contest in January allowed the
entrants to write about what “Other
World’s” meant to them.
Tanner Garner, a contest entrant
and actor in the play, thought that he
had found out about the contest too
late in the game.

“I found out about it two days before the deadline and thought I didn’t
have enough time, but I kept coming up with more and more ideas, so
I asked if I could still enter,” he said.
“They said yes, and it was selected.”
Every writer had the option to perform their piece, though most chose
not to.
The entrants who were selected will
be receiving awards for their work on
Friday at the first show. Everyone who
entered will receive a participation certificate.
. This production will be the opening for the 24th consecutive season of
the Theatre, and auditions for their
next show will begin Monday.
Mallory Winkeler can
be reached at 581-2812
or mrwinkler@eiu.edu.
For the in-depth version
of this article go to:

dailyeasternnews.com

FRESH!
Read about our campus
through fresh news and
defferent perspectives!

“Hair Wreath” because they are both
commemorative pieces.
The Tarble Arts Center does not have
a permanent gallery because they are always changing exhibitions. Therefore,
items in the permanent collection only
get to be seen every few years. Putting
on the “Global Threads” exhibit creates an opportunity to draw pieces from

the permanent collection and highlight
some of the work that they own.
Jackie Carduff can be reached at
581-2812 or jmcarduff@eiu.edu.
For the in-depth version
of this article go to:

dailyeasternnews.com

City to reenact
Charleston Riot
By Jack Cruikshank
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
Friday marks the 150 anniversary of
“the day that the Civil War came to Coles
County.”
The event, now known as the Charleston Riot, was a fight between local Copperheads who opposed the Civil War and
Union supporters, which included soldiers on leave.
The 150th anniversary commemoration will begin Friday with a wreath-laying ceremony by descendants of the riot
participants, and will continue throughout the weekend.
Diane Ratliff, the special events supervisor for the Charleston parks and recreation department and an Eastern professor, said she is estimating more than 500
people to attend the events.
“Things are all coming together,”
Ratliff said. “This is a once in a lifetime
thing. We are hoping for large numbers,
especially with the good weather. Hopefully we will be able to expand. We would
be happy with 500-600 people, but we

are hoping for more.”
For events on Saturday, Union army
soldiers will march from the Sarah Bush
Lincoln Health Center to the county fairgrounds from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.
On Sunday, a reenactment of the
Charleston Riot will take place on the
square at 3 p.m.
Sunday evening, an original play, entitled “A Question of Loyalty,” will be performed at the First Christian Church at 5
p.m.
In January, Illinois governor Pat Quinn
made a state-wide proclamation declaring
March 28-30 as “Charleston Riot Days”
throughout the entire state.
“(Getting a gubernatorial proclamation) is pretty neat,” Ratliff said. “It is not
very often people get that done for various
events. It is very honoring.”
Jack Cruikshank can be reached at
581-2812 or jdcruikshank@eiu.edu.
For the in-depth version
of this article go to:

dailyeasternnews.com
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Staff Report
The Faculty Senate election results will be tentatively announced
at 2 p.m. Tuesday during the senate’s next meeting.
The elections, which ran from
12:01 a.m. Tuesday until 11:59
p.m. Wednesday, were completed

online. Faculty members who voted could place their vote by logging
into the website provided.
Grant Sterling, the chairperson of
Faculty Senate, said it usually takes
a few days for Information Technology Services to process the results.
He said he expects the results to
be announced Tuesday, one week af-

ter the election began.
Candidates ran for positions
for Faculty Senate, Academic Program Elimination Review Committee, Admissions Appeal Review
Committee, Council on Academic Affairs, Council on Faculty Research, Council on Graduate Studies, Council on Teacher Education,

Council of University Planning and
Budget, Enrollment Management
Advisory Committee, Sanctions and
Terminations Hearing Committee
and the University Personnel Committee.
As of Tuesday, there were six open
positions that did not have candidates running, spread throughout

the different areas.
Although write-ins were accepted, it would take at least 10 writeins to put the candidate on the ballot.
The Faculty Senate will meet at
2 p.m. Tuesday in the Conference
Room of Booth Library.

GLAM fashion show to encompass concrete jungle
Portion of proceeds
to go to World
Wildlife Fund
By Brandi Brantley
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
Wild animals will be ta
king over the runway Saturday as
GLAM presents their annual fashion show.
The fashion show will be based
on a “Concrete Jungle” theme, with
the animals the models dress up as
relating to different types of people
in the city, such as a businesswoman
being likened to a jaguar.
T h e f a s h i o n s h ow w i l l t a k e
place at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in the
McAfee Gym. Doors will open at 6
p.m. Tickets for the show will cost
$5 and will include food if bought
before 7 p.m. Tickets purchased after 7 p.m. will cost $7 and food will
not be included.
Approximately 17 models will be
featuring in the spring show. A portion of the proceeds will be going to
the World Wildlife Fund.
Bri’an Fields, the chief executive
officer of GLAM, said the show’s

theme was chosen because it will be
something different from the previous shows, which were more theatrical, incorporating dance and
act. Fields said that the organization wants this show to go back to
the roots of the runway whereas the
models will sell what they have with
their face and walk.
Krystal Moore, a junior mass media major and a model for GLAM,
said the theme is reflective of society and life.
“I feel as though the theme will
express the elements of people’s social life and how that relates to the
wildlife animals and the jungle,”
Moore said. Moore has been modeling for this organization since last
semester and said she looks forward
to seeing how the show comes together in the end.
Porche Pate, a sophomore family
and consumer sciences major and a
model for GLAM, said that she will
be representing the owl on the runway.
“I personally love owls and how it
represents wisdom,” said Pate. Pate
has been a part of this organization
for one year and said she is looking forward to seeing a lot of people come out to support the show
and expects a bigger turnout than

KE VIN HALL | DAILY EASTERN NE WS | FILE

The models of GLAM strike a pose after ending the opening scene of the “7 Deadly Sins” fashion show which took
place Friday March 27, 2013 in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

the last show.
Fields said GLAM started about
three years ago by Eastern alumni
Jeremey Prince Noel.
The organization consists of stu-

dents who all share a passion for
fashion, she said.
Along with sharing a passion,
students also obtain and enhance
certain skills such as leadership with

this organization.
Brandi Brantley can
be reached at 581-2812
or bgbrantley@eiu.edu.
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Letter to the Editor

DRAWN FROM THE EASEL

My Brother’s
Keeper is the
wrong scripture
It was all-too-easy for many to overlook the
tragedy that occurred Thursday, March 20.at
6:20 pm in Brooklyn, N.Y. -- Kahton Anderson
shot and killed Angel Rojas.
Spirit And Blood. On that tragic day, Angel
Rojas was doing what he had done every day
since arriving from the Dominic Republic – riding the bus to work to support the needs of his
family. Unfortunately for Angel and his family, a
14 year old African-American gang member shot
and fatally wounded him bringing undesired sentimentality to his surname. Mr. Rojas – or “red”
as in the color of his blood – was killed as his
body fluid was senselessly spilled on the B15
bus in Brooklyn. Mr. Rojas being gunned down
not only paints a more disturbing blood red picture of America’s sick obsession with guns but it
also brings directly into the crosshairs the doubts
about the value of the Presidential Mandate, My
Brother’s Keeper (MBK).
My Brother’s Keeper is Flawed. MBK was introduced as an initiative that would give boys and
young men of color access to the same opportunities that all Americans enjoy. Yet, MBK did
not help Kahton Anderson nor Angel Rojas’ son,
Saury.
For as well intentioned as MBK might be, this
sad incident illuminates MBK’s flaws. Like America’s gun policies that made it possible for a 14
year-old to fire a Magnum 357 on a bus, MBK is
flawed. MBK has about the same chance of success without addressing it flaws as do Saury and
his sister have of realizing socio-emotional, academic and economic success without the presence of their father.
The poorly named “My Brother’s Keeper,”
originates from Genesis 4:8-10. The scripture
details Cain murdering his brother Abel. When
confronted by God about his brother’s whereabouts, Cain retorts “I do not know. Am I my
brother’s keeper?”
There are more than 31,000 verses in the Bible to consider yet the one chosen to represent
an initiative for boys and young men of color is
the one that symbolizes the experience Angel Rojas had on the B15. Boys and young men of color like Kahton Anderson killing and attempting
to kill one another while defiantly barking “Am I
my brother’s keeper?” [excerpt of full article]
--Nathaniel A. Turner, J.D.

Quote of the Day
“To love an idea is to love it a
little more than one should.”

- Jean Rostand

W

rite a letter to the editor

You have something to say. Knowing
this, The Daily Eastern News provides
a place for you to say it every day.

Letters to the editor can be submitted at any
time on any topic to the Opinions Editor to be
published in The Daily Eastern News. The DEN’s
policy is to run all letters that are not libelous or
potentially harmful. Letters to the editor can be
brought in with identification to The DEN or sent
to DENopinions@gmail.com.

For extended letters and
forums for all content visit
dailyeasternnews.com
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Untold Truth raises awareness effectively
The Untold Truth may be an organization but
more than that it is the story of domestic violence,
male and female interaction and the basic understanding as well as misconceptions about a commonly known although under-told story of quiet suffering.
The group attempts to tell these stories in a way
less resembling of an after school special. Through
poetry, song and open dialogue, The Untold Truth
knows that the fastest track to social change is education.
Domestic abuse is a heavy topic, which leads
to a disconnect between the people who are living
with it first-hand and those surrounded by peers
experiencing it.
For the same reason the word rape is used in
casual conversation as a synonym for something
far less violent, domestic abuse (although we know
many of our peers are affected by it) becomes
something that doesn’t happen. If it does happen
it cloaked in a dark shadow and dealt with in the

counseling centers of underprivileged neighborhoods – at least that is what has been assumed.
There is a way to talk about domestic violence
– to remind people that it is an emotionally consuming topic, yes, but a life consuming and very
real struggle for those who are directly affected by
it.
When people shy away from learning about domestic abuse as a social issue, they shy away from
reaching out to survivors and potential victims.
“Raising awareness” is a term that almost
sounds empty. The truth is that the more you
know about domestic violence, the more able
you are to spot it. Similarly, the more you have an
open dialogue about it, the more equipped you are
to tell the right person, which an important step.
The Untold Truth features a question and answer session with HOPE – an organization staffed
with people who are sure to listen. The way they
and The Untold Truth are getting people to listen
is an innovative one.

Presenting these issues through entertainment
distracts from the intimidating seriousness of the
topic. The presentation becomes less like a lecture
and more of a discussion between people who are
curious and people who have answers.
Regardless of where you choose to get your information from, the benefit of being on an college
campus is that there are resources everywhere. On
Eastern’s campus alone anyone with questions can
turn to the counseling center, SACIS, HOPE, the
Women’s Empowerment League and women’s resource center, and now The Untold Truth.
If you are struggling with domestic violence tell
someone. Tell everyone. Tell a stranger, a professor,
a counselor, a friend. The more people learn about
social issues the more likely one of those people is
to listen and respond.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion
of the editorial board of The Daily Eastern
News.

‘Banning Bossy’ should not be as emphasized
There once was a time when women
didn’t really have a voice in politics, education, or really anything outside of the
home and welfare of their children. For
several decades, however, women have
been empowered to advocate for millions of causes, their lives, and their families lives, which have been enriched tenfold. This not only means having more
than just one opinion, but also employing
a woman’s opinion.
But, what about girls today speaking
out? If they are pushing for a certain agenda, how does it resonate with the mainstream audience?
According to Sheryl Sandberg, Chief
Operating Officer of Facebook and Former VP of Google, “Bossy,” the most common response is grounds to ban this “other B word”. This is for all the young girls
who crave leadership and want to prove
their capability in stepping into those
roles. Although, Sandberg has received
criticism from the right, left, and center
of the political spectrum, she still has the
support of pundit Arianna Huffington and
Pop diva Beyonce Knowles.
All of this is due to “bossy” having a
negative connotation against young women in leadership positions and taking the
initiative. A viral video was released weeks
before included endorsements by Condoleeza Rice, Jennifer Garner, Jane Lynch
and a host of other influential celebrities.
I’m sure the word bossy is used negatively, but I’m an adult white male and I

Sean Copeland
haven’t ever heard it used against a woman in my time in school. I’m sure it happens, but if you’re going to ban a word
that demeans women all over the world,
how about banning the term for a female
dog, You know, the real “B-word.”
Let’s assume a case is made to ban
bossy, and it gets to the U.S. Supreme
Court and they ban the word. Is there
anything to stop people from using that
word now? The first amendment gives me
the right to free speech and while there
are still limits on free speech, the closest
offense “bossy” could apply to is fighting
words or slander. Because it’s a slang term,
it wouldn’t even apply to slander.
Not to mention the use of celebrity
endorsements while often very successful,
is hypocritical at best. Beyonce and Jane
Lynch for example have cultivated “bossy”
persona either for TV shows (Lynch’s Sue
Sylvester from “Glee”) or as a way to identify yourself artistically and later branch
out (Destiny’s Child & Beyonce’s solo
career).
It’s really easy for them to advocate for

this because they’re all rich and important
figures who really have nothing to lose,
especially Beyonce. Beyonce doesn’t even
have to take the lead for the rest of her life
if she doesn’t want. She’s married to Jay-Z,
one of the most beloved rappers and producers in the industry.
My 9-year-old niece and I talked awhile
back and when I asked her what her favorite subjects were and what she wanted to be she told me, “I want to be President of the United States.” Not only was
I shocked, (mostly because she had never even hinted at this before), I was really
proud of her.
I responded saying, “That’s great, Naomi! You probably won’t be the first, but
if you work hard and study hard, you can
do it!”
On the surface, my “you probably won’t
be the first” comment, sounds terrible but
in actuality it was a challenge to her as
well as on a larger scale a challenge to our
nation. We shouldn’t have to wait another 26 years for our first woman president,
and when we do elect our first madame
president, I would hope that dumb slang
terms like “bossy” are not synonymous
with her administration. It’s the chance to
make friendships that could last a lifetime.
Sean Copeland is a journalism major.
He can be reached at 581-2812
or DENopinions@gmail.com.
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RHA elects new
executive board
By Jarad Jarmon
Associate News Editor | @JJarmonReporter
The Residence Hall Association elected
their executive board, including the RHA
president, vice president, national-Illinois
communications coordinator, secretar y
and treasurer position.
Christina Lauff, the current nationalIllinois communications coordinator, was
voted in as the next school year’s RHA
president.
She said she would plan to help make
ROCFest bigger by promoting early in order for those on campus to know what is
happening.
She would also work on RHA representative retention for the spring semester as
well as the fall semester.
“We kind of die out during the November, February area,” Lauff said.
To do this, she said she would heavily support Kadie Peterson’s plan to have
RHA sponsor a team for Relay for Life, a
non-profit organization who raises money
for cancer through relay events across the
country, annually.
Peterson, who is an Andrews Hall representative, will expectedly be able to fulfill her plans, as she will be the next vice
president.
Peterson said her plans to make this annual might affect other RHA run events,
but it is unclear at this time. She said she
would work with the committees to ensure everyone has fair opportunity to plan
an event.
Jordan Sullivan, the Weller Hall vice
president, was elected to become the national-Illinois communications coordi-

nator. As the conference coordinator, he
said he would try to improve attendance
from RHA members to the conferences
and bring more awards from the conferences to make sure Eastern was on everyone’s map.
“When you think of Illinois, Eastern is
never brought up,” Sullivan said.
He wants to make sure people know
about Eastern.
Jack Cruikshank, a Thomas Hall representative, was elected to the secretary position. Cruikshank said he believed his experience at The Daily Eastern News gave
him a leg up on his competitors.
As of now, Cruikshank said he has no
c o n c re t e p l a n s f o r h i s p o s i t i o n b u t h e
w o u l d b e p re p a re d f o r t h e d u t i e s t h a t
come with it.
Kyle Anderson, a Ford Hall representative, was elected to become RHA treasurer for the next school year. He said he was
not worried about representatives voting
“no confidence” because he confident in
his abilities and their ability to see that.
While he would make sure to maintain
the budget, Anderson said he would like
to add more responsibilities. He said he
will be encouraging community ser vice
work as it is what he is passionate about.
He said he wanted change the mindset
that the treasurer only handles money and
expand the duties of the treasurer.
They will be inaugurated at the RHA
banquet May 1. The RHA will meet again
at 5 p.m. Thursday in McKinney Hall.
Jarad Jarmon can
be reached at 581-2812
or jsjarmon@eiu.edu

BUCHANAN STREET
A PA R T M E N T S
NOW LEASING FOR FALL
2014-2015
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President Bill Perry walks to the Board of Trustees meeting with former President Lou Hencken outside of Old Main on Tuesday, April 10, 2007. Perry announced his intent to step down
following the end of his contract in June 2015.
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“Eight years is a long tenure in a job that is so demanding, even in the best of times, which these are
not,” she said. “I think we would all thank him for
his dedication to EIU and wish him all the best in
his future pursuits.”
Dan Nadler, the vice president for student affairs,
said, while he was sad to see Perry step down, he
also realizes Perry deserves an opportunity to spend
more time with his family and friends.
“President Perry maintains a very ambitious
schedule that requires many late nights, busy weekends and travel throughout the state and region,” he
said.
Nadler also said Perry, during his tenure so far,

YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENTS
youngstownapts@consolidated.net

217-345-2363
916 Woodlawn Dr. (south of 9th st.)
2 BEDROOM UNITS STILL AVAILABLE!
Rates starting at $340-355/person
SPECIAL COUPLE RATES!

has “demonstrated great concern for our students.”
“He cares deeply about our students including
their academic, personal and professional aspirations,” he said.
While the day Perry leaves will be a sad one,
Nadler said in the meantime there is important
work to accomplish.
“I look forward to building a stronger EIU for
our students, faculty, staff, alumni and friends,”
Nadler said.

WELCOME
BACK!
2bedroom
deposit special
$150.00/person
Until 3/31/14

FULLY FURNISHED!
Large bedrooms with big Closets!
Garden Apts and Townhouse options!
Free Trash and Parking!
Close to campus!

1, 2, & 3
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE

Use Financial Aid to pay your rent!
CALL FOR YOUR PERSONAL SHOWING!

*close to campus
*plenty of off-street
parking
*water/trash included

21 7 - 3 4 5 - 1 2 6 6
BuchananSt.com

Bob Galuski can
be reached at 581-2812
or dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

Check out

DEN

NEWS.COM
Online:
•videos
•blogs
•stories
•podcasts
•sports

Nice 1-6 Bedroom Homes Close to Campus Still Available!
Sign a lease with NO MONEY DOWN
& Reserve your home for the Fall now!
SAVE BIG BY SIGNING A LEASE RATE!
PRICES HAVE BEEN REDUCED!

Call 708-772-3711 for more information!
WWW.HALLBERGRENTALS.COM

Print, Online, and Email...three GREAT ways to get your ad seen and customers at your door!

Call DEN Advertising at 217-581-2816
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Help wanted

Cupcake Truck season help, April-November, 11-6 p.m., 235-4361
__________________________3/28
Part Time, 25 hrs per week, technical
support. Fun place to work and build
your resume. Apply online www.staffsolutions.biz or call 217-238-5300.
__________________________3/28
Great summer job! Top pay lifeguards all Chicago suburbs. No experience
necessary-will train and certify. Look
for an application on our website
www.poolguards.com (630) 692-1500
ext. 103 Email: work@spmspools.com

____________________ 4/1

Roommates
Graduate student seeking roommate
for 2014-2015 school year. Preferably
female. Contact Cara 217-714-2875.
________________________ 3/28

For rent
Close to campus, attractive quiet & affordable 2 bdrm. $300 per person. Call
or text 217-273-6820 or 217-273-2048.
__________________________3/28
Half block to Rec Center, nice 1,2,3
bdrm. units, recently remodeled. Call
or text 217-273-6820 or 217-273-2048.
__________________________3/28
Large 1 & 2 BR Apts. For Rent, Fall
2014. Pet Friendly. All Inclusive. Call
or text 273-2048 or 273-6820.
__________________________3/28
CALL NOW! Reasonable 1 & 2 BR apartments, across from Buzzard/Doudna.
217-345-2416
__________________________3/28
Nice 3 and 6 BR houses. Fall ‘14 A/C,
W/D, Dishwasher, trash pd. Close to
EIU. $300/ person. Call or text Bobby,
847-826-5626.
__________________________3/28
3 bedroom, 11 month lease, $235
each, w/d, 1521 1st St. Call: 217-5497031.
__________________________3/28
4-5 bedroom house, 1109 4th St. $280/
person. 345-6257.
__________________________3/28
BOWERS RENTALS 3 and 4 BR homes
in great locations! Prices starting at
$300/month. Look at 1703 12th or
1531 Division #2. Call 217-345-4001 or
visit eiuliving.com.
__________________________3/28
Fall 2014 1 bedroom, 1 bath apt. east
of campus - all inclusive plans available! rcrRentals.com or 217-345-5832
__________________________3/28
Fall 2014: 2 bedroom duplex east of
campus - all inclusive plans available!
rcrRentals.com or 217-345-5832
__________________________3/28
Huge one and two BR apts. Best prices,
call us first. Trash, water, central air, fitness center, walk-in closets. 815-6003129, leave message.
__________________________3/28
SUMMER STORAGE, SIZES 4X12 UP
TO 10X30, PRICES STARTING AT $30/
MONTH. 217-348-7746
__________________________3/31
MARCH MADNESS!!! Huge Fully-Furnished Floor Plans! $400 and up - All
Inclusive! You pick the 9th or 7th St.
location! Campus Edge, Panther
Heights, The Courtyard, or Century
Crossing! Call today for your apartment showing! 217-345-RENT, www.
unique-properties.net. Hurry, offer
ends March 31st!
__________________________3/31
Properties available on 7th St., 2 blocks
from campus. 6 BR houses (The Dollhouse-girls) and 4 BR and studio apartments with some utilities paid. Call
217-728-8709.
__________________________3/31
Discounts on 4, 5 and 6 BR houses! EIUStudentRentals.com 217-345-9595.
__________________________3/31
1 and 2 bedroom for Fall EIUStudentRentals.com 217-345-9595.
__________________________3/31

For rent
MELROSE AND BROOKLYN APTS still
have 2 bedroom 2 bath apartments
available! Don’t forget to use the coupon from the Campus Special booklet
to help you rent your dream apartment! 217-345-5515,
www.melroseonfourth.com
__________________________3/31
3 bedroom apartments for rent, the
best layout in town. Orchard Park
Apartments. Eastern Illinois properties
217-345-6210. www.eiuprops.com
__________________________3/31
Available in June, 1 bedroom apartment, quiet neighborhood, hardwood
floors, good condition, good parking,
pets allowed! Call Todd 217-840-6427
__________________________3/31
1 Bedroom apartments available.
$450-$500 per month, all utilities included. Eastern Illinois Properties 213345-6210. www.eiuprops.com
__________________________3/31
6 month lease available. Call for more
details. Eastern Illinois Properties. 217345-6210
__________________________3/31
2-3 bedroom duplexes on 12th, 10
month lease, Call Coon Rentals at 217348-7872
__________________________3/31
5 bedroom house for Fall. Central
air, W/D, close to EIU. Clean, affordable, locally owned and managed.
No pets. 345-7286, Williams Rentals.
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
__________________________3/31
1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments,
available now, June, or August. Furnished or unfurnished. Laundry,
A/C, clean, and affordable. Close to
EIU. No Pets. 345-7286, Williams
Rentals. www.jwilliamsrentals.com
__________________________3/31
Studio apartment close to campus.
Nice, clean, water and trash included.
No Pets! $250. 217-259-9772
__________________________3/31
5-7 bedroom houses available. You
name the price. Call for showing. Eastern Illinois Properties. 217-345-6210.
www.eiuprops.com
__________________________3/31
Available for 2014: 1, 2, 3, & 4 BR
Apts. 348-7746,
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________3/31
CLOSE!!! Apts. for 1-3. Grads and Undergrads. www.woodrentals.com.
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
345-4489.
__________________________3/31
June or August: 2 BR apts. 2001 S. 12th
St. and 1305 18th St. all appliances,
trash pd. 348-7746,
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________3/31
August: 3 BR apt, 820 Lincoln Ave, All
appliances and dishwasher, water &
trash pd. 348-7746,
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________3/31
July or August: 2 BR apts. 955 4th St. All appliances, with dishwasher, garage, water & trash pd. 348-7746,
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________3/31
4 BR, 2 BA duplex, 1 blk. from EIU, 1520
9th St. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher, W/D, trash pd. 348-7746,
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________3/31
June or August: 1 BR deluxe apts. 117
W. Polk, 905 A Street, 1306/1308 Arthur Ave, all appliances, with W/D &
dishwasher, trash pd. 348-7746,
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________3/31
June: 2 BR apt, 605 W. Grant, stove,
fridge, dishwasher, w/d hookup, trash
pd. 348-7746,
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________3/31
3 Bedroom furnished apartment for
2014-15 school year. $185 per student
for a 10 month lease, no pets. Call 3453664.
__________________________3/31

For rent
Litteken Rentals. 217-276-6867 1, 2, 3, 4
BR apts. July - Aug. availability. www.
littekenrentals.com
__________________________3/31
Very nice 6 bedrooom 3 bath house
behind family video with dishwasher,
w/d and 4 separate bathroom. vanities,
excellent parking 4 people 350 each 5
people 325 each 6 people 300 each
myeiuhome.com 217-493-7559
___________________________4/1
For fall very nice 3 bed 2 bath duplex
with 3 separate vanities, w/d and dishwasher in unit, on campus side of 12th
street. 217-493-7559 myeiuhome.com
___________________________4/1
4 bd. room home. close to Morton
Park. 295/mo/bd. big yard. CA/W/D.
Call or text 217-273-72700
___________________________4/2
Available both Summer and Fall
2014: one four-bedroom house, one
two and three bedroom apartments,
fully furnished. Lincoln and Division
street locations. Washer/dryer and
major appliances included. Pet
friendly. Some units w/ cathedral
ceilings, mixed ceramic, wood flooring. Affordably priced. Call 217-5086757 or eiuhousing@gmail.com for
additional information, or to schedule a tour.
___________________________4/2
Beautiful, near-new construction! 3 BR,
2 1/2 bath, laundry in unit, balcony, &
garage. $1185/mo ($395/student). Single BR also available. Call now, 630505-8374.
___________________________4/3
SPECIAL-SPECIAL-SPECIAL- OUR
BEAUTIUFL HOSUES ONLY 1/2
BLOCK FROM THE RECT CENTER ARE
AVAILABLE AT VERY LOW RATS!
CALL US BEFORE YOU SIGN UP; WE
WILL SAVE YOU MONEY. 345-5048
___________________________4/4
Nice house for rent. 1526 3rd Street.
Fall 2014-2015, 4 bedroom. Washer/
Dyer, Central Air, Front Porch, Large
Yard, High Efficiency Furnace. 300 a
month per person. Call 217-549-5402
___________________________4/4
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES For
3-5 persons, unbeatable floor plan, 3 &
4 bedroom, 2 1/2 baths, deck, central
air, washer, dryer, dishwasher. Free
trash and parking, low utility bills, local
responsive landlord. Starting @ 210 /
person. Available Fall 2014, lease
length negotiable. 217-246-3083
___________________________4/4
Nice 4 bedroom house, 10 month
lease, A/C dishwasher, off street parking, $300 per bedroom. 217-273-1395
__________________________4/15
Large 3, 4, 5 bedroom houses. A/c, 10
month lease, dishwasher, W/D. 217273-1395
__________________________4/15
CHECK US OUT NEXT TO DOUDNA!
1812 9TH ST. 2 & 3 BEDROOMS
AVAILABLE ‘14-’15! ALSO, 1 BD FOR
SUMMER, 1205 GRANT - RENT NOW!
SAMMYRENTALS.COM CALL OR
TEXT 549-4011
__________________________4/18
3-4 BR 2 BA. W/D, $225/person. 1210
Division- across from park. 345-5541,
Larry.
__________________________4/25
Newly remodeled houses. Close to
campus. 3 & 4 BR. 217-962-0790
__________________________4/29
P.P. & W PROPERTIES. Please contact us
at www.ppwrentals.com, 217-3488249.
___________________________5/1
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2014 1 and 3
bedroom apts., one block north of Old
Main on 6th Street.
www.ppwrentals.com, 217-348-8249.
___________________________5/1
NEW 2 BEDROOM APTS DIRECTLY
ACROSS FROM BUZZARD ON 9th
STREET washer, dryer, dishwasher, microwave, major appliances, central
heat and a/c. Call us for more details.
www.ppwrentals.com, 217-348-8249.
___________________________5/1

For rent
STUDIO & ONE BEDROOM APTS located in “The Fields,” 3 blocks from
campus, available August 2014.
Washer, dryer, dishwasher, microwave,
major appliances, central heat and a/c.
All apts. are less than 5 years old.
www.ppwrentals.com, 217-348-8249.
___________________________5/1
Short on Cash? Sign a Lease with No
Money Down! One to Six Bedroom
Homes/ Close to Campus Available.
Call 815-546-6767 for More Info!
___________________________5/5
SUMMER STORAGE, SIZES 4X12 UP
TO 10X30, PRICES STARTING AT $30/
MONTH. 217-348-7746
___________________________5/5
EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMICAL! APT
WITH 1 BR LOFT, FURNISHED. $385/
MONTH FOR 10 MONTHS. 1/2 DUPLEX,
1 BLOCK NORTH OF OBRIEN FIELD. FOR
SCHOOL YEAR 2014-15. CALL JAN 3458350
___________________________5/5
Still Looking for a House for Fall? Clean,
Well-Maintained Homes at EIU. You
won’t find nicer homes for LESS- Guaranteed! Stop looking at expensive
rentals when you can get more for
LESS! Call 815-546-6767.
___________________________5/5
2014 Fall semester 3 Bed, 2 Bath house.
W/D, pets possible. 273-2507 call or
text 1710 11th Street.
___________________________5/5
FALL 2014: VERY NICE 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BR
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES, & APARTMENTS. EXCELLENT LOCATIONS, 1-3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS.
217-493-7559, myeiuhome.com
___________________________5/5
Reduced Rentals on Campus Available!
Super Nice Homes- Bargin Priced. Pay
your rent & have money left over for
the weekends! Be AMAZED at how AFFORDABLE great houses are!
Call 815-546-6767.
___________________________5/5
BUCHANAN ST. APARTMENTS - 1, 2,
& 3 BR apartments. Water and trash
included. Plenty of off-street parking. Call 345-1266 or go to our website, www.BuchananSt.com.
___________________________5/5

rock an ad
with the

DEN

No gimmicks, Just Good Housing.
25+ years of proven rental management
RENT Now, May, or Fall 2014
Housing for 1, 2, 3, or 4
Call for an
appointment!

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472
www.woodrentals.com

1, 2, 3 and 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE JUNE OR AUGUST
*Quiet
locations
*As low as
$285/mo each
person

For appointment
Phone
217- 348- 7746

820 LINCOLN AVE, CHARLESTON, IL
Office Hours 9-5 M-F, 9-3 Sat
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM

NEED TO FILL A POSITION?

Find your next great employee by placing a
help wanted ad in the DEN!

Have any
interesting news
you want to share
with the
community?

Mail it, fax it,
email it, submit
it on our
website, or call
it in to the

Daily Eastern News
We Want to Hear What You Want to Read

call
us at
581-2816
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Panthers
hits the road
for OVC play
By Aldo Soto
Assistant Sports Editor|@AldoSoto21

about three weeks ago, when Burke said she
decided she was going to accept the position after conducting her own research of
the program.
As for Eastern, Burke met with Perry and
Dan Nadler, vice president of student affairs, Thursday morning to discuss the program’s future and her possible replacement.
“I want to see it be successful — continue the success it’s had,” Burke said. “I have
a vested interest in them moving forward,
but it’s not my decision.”
Burke said she named a few candidates to
Perry and Nadler for her replacement, but
elected to not say whom she recommended.
“It’s our loss and their gain,” Perry said.

The Eastern men’s and women’s tennis
teams continue their Ohio Valley Conference
play with back-to-back road matches against
Austin Peay and Murray State, starting Saturday.
The men’s squad had a split in conference
matches a week ago, when the Panthers first
beat Tennessee Tech 5-2 Saturday at CHS
Courts, but then lost Sunday to Jacksonville
State by the same score in Terre Haute, Ind.
The Eastern men enter the weekend
matches with a 2-2 OVC record, while sporting a 5-6 mark overall.
The Eastern women’s team is coming off its
first conference win of the season, following
a 5-2 win against Jacksonville State Sunday.
The women’s squad is 1-2 in conference
matches so far and after starting the season
6-0, the team is currently 7-2 overall.
Doubles play has been fairly consistent for
both Panthers’ teams, as the women enter
their weekend play winning 19 of 25 doubles
matches (.760 winning percentage).
Eastern’s first opponent of the weekend in
Austin Peay, enters with a 5-8 record this season, which includes going 2-2 in conference.
The Lady Governors have not been as
strong as the Eastern women in doubles
matches, having a record of 15-21 overall and
2-4 in the OVC. Austin Peay has had two
matches in conference where it has not played
any doubles.
The Lady Governors began their conference schedule with a 6-1 loss at Jacksonville
State, but then won two straight against Belmont and Tennessee State.
On Tuesday, Austin Peay played Murray
State and lost 7-0.
The Murray State women’s tennis team extended its conference winning streak to four
with the win over Austin Peay, staying undefeated in the OVC and improving to 9-4
overall.
The Racers have a combined 40-16 record
in doubles play, which includes a spotless 9-0
start against OVC teams.
Andrea Eskauriatza and Erin Patton along
with Eleonore Tchakarova and Verginie Tchakarova lead Murray State with 12-2 and 13-7
doubles play records, respectively.
Patton and the Tchakarova twins lead the
Racers in singles play as well, with all three
having 16 wins this season and a 4-0 record
in conference matches.
For the Eastern men’s team, Ryan Henderson and Rui Silva have paced the Panthers in
doubles, with an 8-2 record. Overall, Eastern
is 19-11 in doubles play (.633 winning percentage).
In their four conference matches this season, Robert Skolik and Kevin Bauman have
each nabbed 3-1 records in singles to lead the
way for the Panthers.
The Austin Peay men’s team is 2-1 in the
OVC and 7-4 overall.
In conference play, the Governors have
racked up an 11-5 record in singles, but have
split their six doubles matches.
The Murray State men’s team is 2-8 this
season and 1-2 in the OVC.
The Racers are below .500 in singles and
doubles play, going 7-11 and 3-6, respectively, in conference play.
Murray State is coming off a 5-2 defeat by
Belmont, while Austin Peay shutout Tennessee State 4-0 on Sunday.
The Eastern women’s match against Austin Peay begins at 10 a.m. Saturday in Clarksville, Tenn., and will be followed by the men’s
match at 1 p.m.
The men’s and women’s matches against
Murray State will both start at 10 a.m. Sunday in Murray, Ky.

Anthony Catezone can
be reached at 581-2812
or ajcatezone@eiu.edu.

Aldo Soto can
be reached at 581-2812
or asoto2@eiu.edu.
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Andrew Grahn, junior pitcher, throws the ball to first basemen in an attemt to get out a player. The Panthers face off with Jacksonville State at
Coaches Stadium for three games, first pitch for game one is Friday at 3 p.m.

Eastern hosts first OVC series
By Aldo Soto
Assistant Sports Editor|@AldoSoto21
Eastern baseball junior pitcher Matt Borens has pitched the most innings of any
starter this year for the Panthers, but he has
not been the sharpest as of late.
Heading into the Panthers’ first home series against an Ohio Valley Conference opponent, Eastern coach Jim Schmitz said Borens has not looked like a Friday night guy.
Despite picking up his first win of the
year against IPFW, pitching seven innings
for the fourth straight time, Borens allowed
five runs and 11 hits to the Mastodons.
But Borens’ has been a workhorse for the
Panthers’ pitching staff, throwing 41 innings in six starts and with some injuries
to the bullpen he will now start Saturday in
the middle game of Eastern’s series against
Jacksonville State, Eastern pitching coach
Jason Anderson said.
“Matt consistently goes deep into games
and with the injuries to the bullpen it kind
of splits the days, so the bullpen could
pitch more if needed Friday and Sunday
and hopefully Matt takes care of things Saturday,” Anderson said.
Eastern has won three of its last four
games, which have come at home, improving its record to 7-17.
The Panthers have not played a conference game since March 15, when they had a

doubleheader against Austin Peay.
Eastern will host the Gamecocks, starting
Friday, when sophomore Jake Johansmeier
will make the start for the Panthers.
The second-year pitcher has not had the
best of luck in his last two starts, throwing
a combined 7.1 innings, allowing 15 runs
(10 earned) against Austin Peay and IPFW,
respectively.
Borens and Johansmeier have been the
only two starters for Eastern that have
pitched every weekend this season.
In the last month, projected starter Troy
Barton has been moved to the bullpen,
where he has become the Panthers’ closer.
Christian Slazinik started four games before resting a fatigued left arm and has been
coming in relief in his last two appearances.
That has left Anderson with the option
of Joe Greenfield, who he said would most
likely make the start in the series finale
against Jacksonville State, although it is not
a certainty.
“He is kind of a hybrid pitcher right
now, a starter/long-man reliever and hopefully we don’t need him out of the bullpen
and he’ll be ready to go Sunday,” Anderson
said.
Greenfield, who began the season as the
team’s closer, started his first game of the
year Sunday against IPFW.
He struggled early with a couple of wild
pitches, which were compounded by a cou-

»
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ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

“The athletics department is continuing to enhance its capabilities by addition
positions that are comparable with AAC
schools,” Tulane Athletic Director Rick
Dickson said in The Advocate. “This is just
another step in an improvement process
that began a few years ago.”

“It’s our loss and their gain”
-President Bill Perry
In addition to her role as athletic director
at Eastern, Burke also serves as the Chair of
the NCAA Women’s Basketball Rules committee and on the NCAA Championships
cabinet.
During her tenure, Eastern has won three
of the last four Ohio Valley Conference

Commissioners’ Cups while finishing second in the standings the two other years.
The Panthers currently lead the OVC
standings following completion of the winter championship sports season.
“Just look at the background, and that
gives her opportunities,” Eastern President
Bill Perry said. “That’s what happens when
you have good people. Her athletic director experience made her very attractive to
Tulane.”
Tulane contacted Burke a few months
ago to inform her that she was a candidate
for the position, she said.
As the months progressed, so did the
search progress, and Tulane became increasingly more interested in Burke.
Perry said he was aware that Tulane approached Burke, but did not know much
more than that.
However, it did not get serious until

ple of more errors in the field that helped
IPFW get out ahead 7-1 after the top of
third inning.
Greenfield did end his outing with three
shutout innings, though.
Jo h a n s m e i e r, B o re n s a n d m o s t l i k e ly Greenfield will face Jacksonville State,
which is 14-10 and 6-3 in the OVC.
The Gamecocks lost their midweek game
against Samford 7-6 on Tuesday, but that
came after they won two of three games
against Austin Peay.
Through their first 24 games of the season, the Gamecocks have walked 105 times,
while Eastern pitchers have allowed 116.
In Jacksonville State’s last four games,
they have walked 20 times. During that
same four-game period Eastern has allowed
the same amount of walks.
Anderson said the Panthers’ pitching
staff has to play to its strengths.
“As a team we have to improve on almost
every level of our game, but as far as the
pitchers they have to eliminate the walks,
make quality pitches and throw strikes,” he
said.
The three-game series begins at 3 p.m.
Friday in Coaches Stadium, followed by 3
p.m. starts Saturday and Sunday.
Aldo Soto can
be reached at 581-2812
or asoto2@eiu.edu.

@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: Barbara Burke is indeed leaving #EIU and will be the next Deputy AD at Tulane.

S PORTS

Sports Editor
Anthony Catezone
217 • 581 • 2812
DENSportsdesk@gmail.com
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Eastern wins home opener, 3-0

8

Mennenga pitches
complete-game shutout

By Kaz Darzinskis
Staff Reporter|@DEN_Sports
On a cloudy and windy afternoon, the Eastern softball team won its home opener, beating
Valparaiso 3-0 in Williams Field Wednesday.
The victory improved the Panthers’ record to
21-9, while Valparaiso fell to 6-20.
Senior pitcher Hanna Mennenga, who tossed
a complete-game shutout, allowing only two
hits, propelled Eastern’s win.
Mennenga carried a no-hit bid with two
outs in the fifth inning. She finished with seven
strikeouts, while walking two.
Eastern started off the scoring early, when Janette Isaac was able to score on a sacrifice-fly
with the bases loaded by Reynae Hutchinson.
Mennenga then settled in behind her offense
and put the game on cruise control until the top
of the fifth inning for Eastern.
The Eastern defense, despite two errors, also
played well in the victory against Valparaiso.
In the top of the sixth inning, Hutchinson
made a leaping grab in left field, while later in
the inning, April Markowski made a catch at the
wall in right field, both of which robbed Valparaiso batters of extra base hits.
After stealing a couple of hit away from Valparaiso in the top of the sixth inning, the Panthers came out hitting the ball hard in the bottom half of the frame.
Carly Willert leadoff the bottom of the sixth
with a line-drive home run to right field, giving
the Panthers a 2-0 lead. After a Brooke Owens
walk, Hutchinson and April Markowski singled,
with Markowski driving in pinch-runner Kaylie Pruett, who had come in to run for Owens.
Markowski led the Panthers at the plate, going 2-for-3 day, as the team had six hits and two
walks against Valparaiso pitching.
Next up for the Panthers is a matchup with
Ohio Valley Conference west division opponent
Murray State, as Eastern will be on the road
again this weekend.
There will be a doubleheader on Saturday,
with game times scheduled for 1 p.m. and 3
p.m. The series finale starts at 1 p.m. Sunday in
Murray, Ky.
JASON HOWELL | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Kaz Darzinskis can be reached
at 581-2812 or kcdarzinskis@eiu.edu

Senior infielder Carly Willert bunts the ball in a game on Sept. 27, 2013 at Williams Field. The Panthers swept Danville Area Community in both
games 5-2 and 4-0.

Season begins in Carbondale
By Blake Nash
Staff Reporter|@DEN_Sports
With one 2014 season in the books, the
Eastern men’s and women’s track and field
teams now prepare for their outdoor season.
The Panthers begin their outdoor season,
beginning Friday evening at Southern Illinois-Carbondale.
Last season the Panthers finished their
season, as the Ohio Valley Conference
champions, but were unable to make it
back-to-back titles, coming in second at the
indoor championships in February.
Despite their second-place finish, the
Panthers do not want to throw away the
memory of their slight fall in the conference rankings.
Eastern coach Tom Akers, the Panthers
have used the setback as inspiration for the
upcoming outdoor season.
“It’s never pleasant losing a championship,” Akers said. “Hopefully we can use
this as motivation for our outdoor season,
but only time will tell if our change of pace
worked.”
Akers said the teams have gone back to
the fundamentals with hopes that it is the
answer to grab the OVC’s brass ring.
“Since the outdoor season we’ve gone
back to the basics and strength training,”
Akers said. “Being prepared to race in all
elements, which is always a challenge, has
been another part of our training.”
Last season the O’Brien Stadium track

was damaged several times, throughout the
year, leaving the Panthers without it, until a
week before the OVC championships.
So far this year renovations have gone
smoothly and the Panthers hope to be able
to host their first meet at O’Brien for the
first time in more than a year.
“It’ll be great having our own track this
year, seeing that we never used it until late
last spring,” Akers said. “With some of the
home meets this year, our team should be
able to sleep easier in their own beds and
not have to deal with traveling as much.”
One group that should enjoy the home
meets this season would be the seniors, who
will compete in their final collegiate seasons.
These seniors including Mike Hesslau,
Mick Viken, Jade Reibold, Peter Geraghty and Jalisa Paramore have had great careers at Eastern and anticipate performing
to their highest abilities, Akers said.
“We always hope for our seniors to have
outstanding seasons, but it doesn’t always
work that way,” he said “However, all our
seniors have given us everything we’ve asked
for.”
The season begins Friday night, with
the first event staring at 9 a.m. Saturday in
Carbondale.
Blake Nash can
be reached at 581-2812
or banash@eiu.edu

Panthers head to
Lady Topper Classic
By Bob Reynolds
Staff Reporter|@BobReynoldsDEN
The Eastern women’s golf team will be heading to Bowling Green, Ky., Sunday to play in
the inaugural Lady Topper Classic hosted by
Western Kentucky University, which is a threeday event that will run from Sunday through
Tuesday.
This event was announced by Western Kentucky coach Ron Burchett in November.
The Panthers will be one of nine teams participating in the invitational. Two other schools
from the Ohio Valley Conference will be also
join Eastern, as Austin Peay and Tennessee State
will make the trip to Kentucky as well.
The other schools include two squads from
Northern Kentucky, Siena College, Dayton,
Western Kentucky and the University of Cincinnati.
This event will feature a shotgun practice start
the first day of the tournament and then the
next day will feature golfers from all the participating schools playing 36 holes.
The final day will feature just one round of 18
holes to decide the winner of the tournament.
The last time Eastern played, it finished
eighth out of nine teams in the Butler Bulldog
Florida Invitational, which ran from March 1213.
The Panthers carded a 722 for two rounds of
action, with a 359 and a 363 in the first and sec-

ond rounds, respectively.
The Panthers did have two golfers finish in
the top-30 overall in the Butler Bulldog Florida Invitational.
Elyse Banovic carded a 175 with rounds of 89
and 86, which was good enough for 26th overall. Tiffany Wolf was the other golfer who finished in the top 30, as she shot a 178 with scores
of 87 and 91 for the two rounds.
Wolf, Banovic and Lexi Hammerton have
been the top three golfers for the Panthers so far
this season.
In seven events this season, the three golfers
have been averaging less than a score of 88 per
round.
Wolf has had one top-20 finish and is averaging an 83 per round of, which leads all players on Eastern.
As a team this season, the Panthers have
struggled. They have not finished higher than
sixth as a team and they have finished near the
bottom in every event but one.
After this event for the Panthers, they will
have one final tune-up before the OVC tournament at the end of April.
Next, the Panthers will head to Indiana State
to compete in the Indiana State Invitational,
hosted by Indiana State University.
Bob Reynolds can be reached
at 581-2812 or rjreynolds@eiu.edu
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The EIU Dancers perform their show “Inspired Connections” Thursday in the Theatre of the Doudna Fine Arts Center. The show will be performed Friday at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m. and
7:30 p.m.

EIU Dancers to display diverse styles, connections
BY KALYN H AYSLETT
V ERGE R EPORTER
The EIU Dancers will use experiences with
friends, family and love as inspiration for the production “Inspired Connections.”
The dancers will perform at 7:30 p.m. Friday and
at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Saturday in the Theatre
in Dounda. Tickets are $5 for students and seniors
and $10 for the public.
Since 1981, the EIU Dancers has been an organization and company where students with various
dance backgrounds can express themselves through
movement.
Antoine Thomas, the adviser of the group who
also does choreography and directing, said dancers of
all experience levels have something to learn.

“We hope to inspire dancers from different technical backgrounds, levels and experiences that anything is possible,” Thomas said.
All dancers play essential roles in the company because of their unique dance backgrounds, which is
something the organization prides itself on.
“We’re all so diverse,” said Andrea Sierra, a senior
psychology major. “We all bring something different
to the stage.”
The production is a collaboration of short dance
pieces with styles ranging from hip-hop to contemporary.
“I try to expose the dancers to different styles like
African jazz while using what they already know like
hip-hop,” Thomas said.
The “Inspired Connections” performance involves
several interlocking dances with three underlying
themes: friends, family and love.

Michelle Sangpeal, a senior communication disorders and sciences major, said the pieces in all three
sections are amazing.
“I do not have a favorite because an equal amount
of thought and effort are put in each section,” she
said.
These themes are areas that inspired the dancers
and choreographers to create this performance.
The love, friendship and family bonds among
members of the dance company make it that much
easier to express those themes through dance moves.
“We are one big family; we spend so much time
with each other, we cannot help but to have love for
one another,” Sierra said.
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Spring Fasion Tips:

Reusing winter wear this season
Transitioning into dressing for a
new season is difficult, but it can be
done by incorporating winter pieces into new spring-inspired looks.
Being a student with limited
closet space for winter clothes and
a few other pieces makes it difficult
to be trendy yet correspond with
the changing weather.
Multi-purposing different items
of clothing allows a student to save
space, money and create an easy
transition.
Turn an infinity scarf into a head
piece.

IMAGE FROM YOUTUBE.COM

'Dark Souls II' revives series
with tight controls, co-op play
The world is filled with the
screams of frustration and the
crashing of thrown controllers; yes,
From Software has finally released
“Dark Souls II.” Again players will
take on the role of an undead in a
dark medieval fantasy adventure.
The plot, which takes place in
the same world as the previous
game, follows an obsessed undead
adventurer who travels to the land
of Drangleic where other undead
collect souls to fight off a curse that
robs them of their memories, called
the “curse of the undead.”
Gameplay occurs exclusively in third person. The player creates a character and engages in melee combat with monsters of various types.
The player can utilize many different weapons and tools, all with
different maneuvers and effects.
Defeating monsters gives the player souls, which serve as both an
in-game currency and experience
points that can be spent to raise
various statistics.
“Dark Souls II” follows the success of 2011’s “Dark Souls,” a game
that has gained a reputation for
having old-school difficulty and a
creepy nihilistic story. Fortunately, the “hands-off” storytelling returns in the sequel. The multitudes
of characters that the player meets

S ETH M OWRER
VERGE R EVIEWER
often give cryptic advice and tell
the player tidbits about the land
of Drangleic. The game does not
include a lot of dialogue or an incredibly involved plot, instead the
player experiences the world mainly through the excellent audio and
beautiful landscapes.
The tight controls from “Dark
Souls” return with little changes.
No longer are players able to score
easy backstabs and many of the
move-sets have been altered. Veteran players may have some difficulty adjusting to these new controls;
however, new players should have
an easier time with the much more
intuitive control scheme.
Players can engage in co-operative play by summoning one another to help defeat bosses or difficult areas of the game. Summoning
allies is easier then it was in “Dark
Souls,” and players can purchase
items to make summoning familiar
players into a game session. Any-

body who has played “Dark Souls”
knows how difficult summoning an
ally can be– especially on the PC
release.
“Dark Souls II” already has an
incredibly active community, especially on YouTube. Players who
find the difficulty of the game too
punishing can watch a multitude of
“let’s play” videos that discuss tactics, solutions and theories about
the setting.
The graphics are adequate and
of the fare to be expected – I played
this game on the PlayStation 3.
There was a bit of slow-down during some areas or during fights
with multiple enemies. The game
ran mostly at around 30 frames
per second, only slowing down on
rare occasion. Many of these issues
are likely to be addressed in future
patches and possibly with the PC
release on April 25.
“Dark Souls II” is a game that
rewards dedicated players with victory, a victory that is made rewarding because of its seemingly insurmountable difficulty. It is easily
worth the $60 price tag and likely
to be the last hurrah of the last gen
systems.

Seth Mowrer can
be reached at 581-2812
or swmowrer@eiu.edu.

A scarf in the winter was a
way to layer up an outfit
for warmth, but the scarf
can be used in the spring
as more of a statement
piece.
The head piece can
cover half the head
or the
entire head.

Turn skinny jeans
into ankle pants
Jeans were essential in
the winter especially paired
with leg warmers and
boots. But these same
jeans can be cuffed at the
bottom and paired with
flats or sandals during the
spring.

The jeans now become the
trendy ankle-length pants which
is a slimming look that highlights
the shoes.

K ALYN HAYSLETT
VERGE C OLUMNIST
Turn a flannel long-sleeve shirt into
a waist skirt.
Flannel long-sleeve, button- up
shirts were useful for warmth
and adding flair under
sweaters in the winter.
Un-buttoning the shirt
and tying the sleeves
around the waist now
adds flair to jeans
or ankle pants.
You can pair that
with a cropped
tank top or graphic T-shirt for an easy
spring look. The plaid
texadds color and tex
ture to the outfit so it
is more interesting to
the eye.

Pair a winter sweater with a
short circle skirt
This look works because the
weather is warming up, but it
is still not too hot, so this out
outcomfit allows the wearer to be com
fortable inside and outside.
The sweater is a way to incorporate a print and texture into the
look. Shaggy fur texture and color
blocked prints are also an option.

Have you tried the ZIP LINE yet?
No reservations required!
Only $.50 each way, per person

Monday - Friday
Routes begin at 8 a.m., with the last route at 4 p.m.
Charleston:
Min. after hr.
:03 LifeSpan Center
:12 County Market
:18 EIU Student Union
:21 Newman Catholic Center
:26 Save-A-Lot
:29 Wal-Mart
:31 Coles County Public Health
:34 6th & Monroe Ave.
:37 119 W. State St.
:50 Carle clinic
:56 Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center

Mattoon:
Min. after hr.
:03 LifeSpan Center
:10 Cross County Mall
:13 Prairie & 1st St.
:17 CVS Pharmacy
:20 Amtrak
:24 32nd & Cedar (Across from Lytle Pool)
:32 1804 S. 9th (Across from Williams School,
South Driveway)
:41 Lake Land College
:53 Mattoon Marketplace (East Side)

Traditional Dial-A-Ride services still available.
For more information, call
1-800-500-5505 or 217-639-5169
Or visit us online at www.dialaridetransit.org

Have any interesting news you want to
share with the community? Mail it, fax it,
email it, submit it on our website, or call it
in to the
Daily EastErn nEws.
We want to hear what you want to read!
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Twice is Nice
960 18th St., Charleston, IL 61920
217 - 348 - 5803

20% off

all month long!
Beautiful Spring merchandise has arrived!
New merchandise arrives every day!
Hours:
Monday-Friday 9am-5pm
Saturday 10am-4pm | Closed Sunday

Corner of 7th and Monroe

Friday: $2.00 Bottles $3.00 Jager or Captain
Check out our wide-open band area!

Saturday: Live music by
Salt Rock Jones
$2.00 PBR Tall Boys $2.00 UV Vodka
$3.00 Craft Beers $3.00 Fireball
*macsuptowner.com*

Jerry’s Pub

Drink Specials!
& Karaoke!
FROM 9PM - CLOSE

1508 4th St. - (217) 345 - 2844
(At the corner of 4th and Lincoln)

Hit your mark!
Place an ad with the DEN
217-581-2816

SUBMITTED PHOTO

The Mattoon band Muddy Grove consists of Leslie Francis, vocals; Johnny Cornell, guitar and vocals; Caleb Francis, bass; and
Mclain Schaefer, drums. The band will perform at 7 p.m. Saturday at Jackson Avenue Coffee.

Muddy Grove to bring
family dyamic to JAC
B Y S TEPHANIE M ARKHAM
VERGE E DITOR

Making music for some is an escape from family life, but for Leslie Francis, vocalist of the Mattoon-based folk-rock band Muddy
Grove, making music began with
family.
Growing up in a home where
music like the Beatles and Fleetwood Mac were always playing and
where every family member could
play an instrument or sing, it was
only natural that Francis and her
Brother, Johnny Cornell, began
playing songs together.
One day, when Wesley was 17
and her brother was 21, they began jamming and singing something random and decided to make
it a song.
That’s where Muddy Grove’s
original music began.
“It wasn’t even about anything,”
Francis said. “It was called ‘Looking.’ We don’t even have it on our
album; we just decided that we
liked it. We played it and people really enjoyed it so we just kept writing.”
To this day, Francis said their
family usually fills a big section
of the audience at most of the
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The strong connection among
the dancers also is shared with
Thomas.
“I consider the dancers like my
little brothers and sisters,” Thomas
said.
While preparing for the performance, problems occur and difficulties surface, but the dancers’ love
for one another allowed them to
keep progressing.
Dancers are expected to at-

group’s shows.
But the family dynamic doesn’t
quite stop there.
Francis’ husband, Caleb Francis,
is the band’s bassist; he began playing in the band back in the beginning stages when the two of them
started dating.
Although family life can be
tense for some, Wesley said there
is virtually zero drama within the
band because all the members work
so well together.
“It makes it easier because we’re
always together anyways,” she said.
“We all get along really well, and
as far as playing and writing, we all
have such great chemistry musically, so it’s just second nature to us.”
The band, also consisting of
Mclain Schaefer on drums, will be
performing at 7 p.m. Saturday at
Jackson Avenue Coffee.
For the most part the band tries
to write happy songs, Francis said,
though she couldn’t exactly pinpoint where her lyrical inspiration
always comes from.
“It’s a lot easier for musicians to
just write what you feel when you’re
going through hard times, so if
something happens I immediately
write a song about it,” she said.
Like other aspects of the band,
the name Muddy Grove also came
about somewhat randomly.

Francis said the members were
driving and playing a game where
they would stare at passing landmarks and billboards and randomly proclaim band names.
One such suggestion went
like, “Hey everybody, we’re Tree
Branch!”
But the name that stuck most
was Muddy Grove.
Francis said the name sits well
with fans because it sounds familiar
to them, almost like a band name
they have heard before.
“We felt like that was a good
name, like hey people think they already know who that is, maybe that
will work in our favor,” she said.
“So we decided to keep it.”
Though the band’s fan base is
strongest in Illinois, Muddy Grove
has gained national and international attention.
Francis said people from as far
away as California, Latin America
and Germany have listened to the
band and sent messages.
She said Muddy Grove’s performance energy can range from
acoustic shows with her and her
brother to higher energy, electric
sets with the full band.

tend five-hour practices during the
weeks prior to the performance.
Being committed to practice
times is difficult to students, however.
“It’s a lot of work, strains the
body and many dancers have injured themselves,” Sierra said.
But the end result is worth the
long, laborious practices.
Sangpeal said she loves how
much fun dancing is.
“I get to be different characters,” she said. “I like performing to

a packed room with my adrenaline
flowing.”
Show time is the moment the
dancers, staff and adviser have been
waiting for because it is the most
rewarding experience.
“I get to see how the dancers
have grown from liking to dance
to seeing themselves as professional
dancers,” Thomas said.

Stephanie Markham can
be reached at 581-2812
or DENverge@gmail.com.

Kalyn Hayslett can
be reached at 581-2812
or kehayslett@eiu.edu.
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X5IGHT DJ finds home at Eastern
Student devotes energy
to perfecting electronic
dance music compositions
B Y S TEPHANIE M ARKHAM
VERGE E DITOR
Outside of class assignments
and homework, Jerry Kurty spends an additional five to
eight hours per day on his computer—but he is not perusing
the Web for mindless entertainment or social media distractions—he is trying to produce
the perfect sound that will make
X5IGHT’s music different from
the rest.
Kurty, a junior kinesiology and sports studies major, has
been spending his first semester at Eastern doing Skype sessions with his band mate, Brandon Levinson, and going over
the hundreds of projects they
have started to try to create a
concrete, unique sound that will
stand out in the world of electronic dance music (EDM).
“At first it was just a hobby and I would just pick at (a
song) for a couple minutes, an
hour, two hours max,” Kurty
said. “But now if I want to see
the results, I have to spend a lot
of time on it.”
After spending about seven months teaching himself to
produce music using computer
software programs like Ableton
Live and FL Studio, Kurty began to take his music more seriously.
And when he met Levinson while they were both DJing the same club in Chicago,
X5IGHT’s journey finally began.
Kurty is newly transferred to
Eastern from Harper Community College, and while music
has certainly been a priority, he
said he has been too busy trying
to settle into his studies here to
have been able to secure a sizable fan base in the community.
However, the group’s manager has been in contact with local
bars, and Kurty plans to reach
out to fraternities to eventually
find more places to play music.
Kurty said he started producing music about a year ago after
nearly four years of DJ-ing at
family parties and house parties.
Having DJ-ed for smaller
parties for so long, Kurty’s first
experience playing at a large festival was a bit overwhelming.
“Going from house parties
where people usually request
songs and don’t really pay attention to you, they’re just there to
party pretty much, to (our) first
show playing in front of 2,000
people, it’s pretty nerve-wracking to be honest,” he said.
But once he got used to talking on the microphone and
playing to the crowd, the shows
got better and better, Kurty
said.
Whether they are playing
for huge crowds at SnowGlobe
Music Festival or WheelHouse

Festival or to a small room in
California, the members of
X5IGHT give each performance
their all.
“It doesn’t matter if there is
a hundred, 200 or even maybe
50 people there, if you put on
a good show, those people will
remember the show and they’ll
just keep following you more
and more, and that’s how you’ll
get those true fans,” Kurty said.
Unlike a rock concert where
the musicians run around beating on their instruments to rile
the crowd, EDM musicians have
all of their instrumentation sitting in front of them on computer equipment.
Therefore, getting the crowd
energized requires strategic song
selection, Kurty said.
“When you go to an alternative rock concert you know
what band you’re seeing; you
know every one of their songs
because you’ve been listening to
them for a while,” he said. “Going to a EDM concert or show,
you’re going to be seeing artists that you’ve never seen before; you’re still going to listen
to their set, but the difference is
it all depends on their music selection.”
He said he and his band mate
try to create songs that span
multiple subgenres of EDM,
such as electro, trap, progressive
and dubstep.
The difference, Kurty said,
mostly comes down to variances
in tempo, which can be used to
play off of a crowd’s energy level.
He said one of the biggest
mistakes some beginning artists
make is that they play their set
list without taking the crowd’s
reaction into consideration.
“You have to read the crowd
because sometimes we have a set
planned and we know what we
want to play, but people are going crazy for our fifth song that
we play and it happens to be
trap, so instead of going back
down to progressive or something lighter, we just keep playing trap until the energy dies
down, and then you play something lighter to give them kind
of a breather,” he said.
He said the California crowd
preferred the more melodic, progressive music, while the
Chicago crowd preferred higher
energy songs to dance and jump
around to.
Examples of X5IGHT’s remixes include a progressive
house mix of Tegan and Sara’s
“Closer,” an electro trap mix of
Travis Porter’s “Make it Rain,”
and a trap mix of Katy Perry’s “Peacock,” according to the
band’s Soundcloud page.
Kurty said he first got
hooked on EDM when he stumbled upon a YouTube video of
Australian musician DJ Cotts,
who performs a subgenre called
happy hardcore.

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Jerry Kurty, a junior kinesiology and sports studies major, and his band mate, Brandon Levinson, perform as the electronic
dance music group X5IGHT in front of a large crowd during a music festival.

Kurty said happy hardcore,
which is more fast paced at 170
to 180 beats per minute, is not
as conducive to dancing and
jumping around, and it is mostly known in Australia, so he
eventually moved on to other
subgenres.
As diverse as the EDM spectrum is in itself, Kurty does not
limit his tastes to only electronic music; he said while his go-to
music is progressive electronic,
he also enjoys alternative, pop
and hip-hop.
And while the EDM is
known for its popularity in
clubs and at parties, Kurty said
it can also be used to relax.
He said deep house music,
which has more of a groove to
it, can be very relaxing as well as
lighter dubstep.
He said EDM producers
work just as hard as any other
musicians.
“It might not seem like we’re
doing much on the stage, but
when it comes to studio spending all those hours and trying to
make that music, that’s where
all the work is done,” Kurty said. “That’s where all of the
‘magic happens.’”

Stephanie Markham can
be reached at 581-2812
or DENverge@gmail.com.
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Jerry Kurty plays X5IGHT songs in a club with his band mate, Brandon Levinson.

